
Community Council Meeting Minutes 

12.3.2019 

 

In attendance: Kayla Williams, Barb Homer Elise Soukup, Sabrina Beck, Kayla MacKay. Bella Gardner, 
Julie Knight; Excused: Stacy Hansen 

Bella motioned that we accept the minutes from November. Sabrina seconded the motion. 

Discussion of SSAP measurements of growth: DIBELS and RISE were chosen as our data source. Elise 
asked if we could use PBG for our SSAP measurement but it was explained that it isn’t standardized 
across the district, and is somewhat subjective so therefore it would not be a good source of data for 
School Student Achievement Plan.  

DIBELS testing: how do we do it? Individual teacher or Team approach? Do we want help from PTA for 
crowd control while each teacher does own DIBELS testing? We will discuss this in Faculty Meeting and 
see who wants help?  SCC would like each teacher to DIBELS test their own students next year with 
classroom support from parents during testing. 

SCC voted to purchase MClass next year for 4th and 5th, $12 per student  

Bully prevention:  teachers are doing 1st 5 lessons in Prevention Dimension; Girls Running Club will start 
in the spring and with that will come some Character Education lessons specifically about conflict 
resolution, and how to not be a Mean Girl. When it is reported to the teacher or the office about a bully 
situation, the teacher and principal work together to investigate the situation, and resolve it 
immediately. We are a bully free school!  

LANDTrust: Last year, 2018-19, Paulette McMillan set up half of Emma Ruppenthal’s salary to come out 
of LANDTrust. That should have been a one year plan, but the district payroll continued it through this 
year. That has been depleting our LANDTrust funding. Mitch Robison of Payroll let the council know that 
they would reverse the charges, and restore our funding. Great news!  

We were unable to complete the agenda items of TSSA funding, Idle Free, School parking for events, 
Tardies, Gravel. Meeting adjourned until January.  


